Energies and transitions for allowed (E1) and forbidden (E2, M1, and M2) lines for low-lying congurations in magnesium-like tungsten (W 62+ ) are studied using the multiconguration DiracHartreeFock approach. It is shown that the correlations within the n = 3 complex, quantum electrodynamic and Breit eects are very important for the calculation of ne structure energies. The present results are compared to and agree very well with other theoretical energies, wavelengths, transition probabilities and line strengths previously published for a few lines, and are generally found to be more reliable than previous theoretical predictions. The data for E2, M1, and M2 for transitions between the levels are presented as supplemental material. Results are also compared with other theory, when available.
Introduction
Accurate atomic structure and spectral data of highly ionized tungsten (W; Z = 74) ions are of great importance in plasma science fusion reaction, high-energy astrophysics, biomedical applications, and other scientic research elds. The scientic studies and applications of highly ionized ions have been limited because these ions are exiguous on Earth and the data obtained from observing cosmic sources by the relatively high X-ray absorption of Earth's atmosphere are not enough [1] . In addition, forbidden lines play an essential role in plasma diagnostics because the corresponding radiant intensities are often very sensitive to electron density and temperature. Therefore, accurate atomic data including information on atomic transitions for such forbidden lines in various ionization stages of tungsten must be determined with high condence from theoretical calculations or experimental measurements.
There are not many experimental and theoretical studies in the literature for n = 3 to 3 transition energies of highly charged tungsten ions. With some experimental data now available, a detailed analysis of extreme ultraviolet (EUV) spectra of highly charged tungsten ions W 54+ W 63+ obtained with an electron beam ion trap (EBIT) was presented by Ralchenko et al. [2] . Gillaspy et al. measured the 3s 1/2 −3p 1/2 and the 3s 1/2 −3p 3/2 transitions in Na-like ions with Z ≥ 72, including tungsten, together with the 3s 1/2 −3p 3/2 transition in Mglike and the 3p 1/2 −3d 3/2 transition in Al-like and Si-like ions, at the National Institute of Standards and Technology EBIT facility [3] . The measured 3s 1/2 −3p 3/2 line positions, however, did not have the accuracies required to dierentiate between theories. Clementson and * corresponding author; e-mail: xpk710@126.com Beiersdorfer [4] carried out more accurate wavelength measurements of n = 3 to n = 3 transitions in K-like W 55+ through Ne-like W 64+ ions at the electron-beam ion trap facility in Livermore. Recently, Clementson et al. [5] measured the energy of n = 2 to n = 2, 3 transitions in Ne-like W 64+ through Li-like W 71+ ions and soft X-ray measurements of n = 3 to n = 3, 4 transitions in M-shell ions with emphasis on the Ni-like W 46+ and Silike W 60+ through Na-like W 63+ ions at the Livermore EBIT-1 electron-beam ion trap and SuperEBIT electron beam ion traps.
On the theoretical side, numerous papers were studied to the investigation of properties of Mg-like ions; however, only few papers have considered the properties of highly charged ions with nuclear charge Z = 74, W 62+ . Energies and lifetime values for the 3s3p 13 P J levels evaluated by the multiconguration DiracHartreeFock (MCDHF) approach (Desclaux's code) were given for Mg-like tungsten [6] . The inuence of the hyperne interaction on the energy separation of the 3s3p 3 P 0,1 levels as a function of nuclear spin I and the atomic number Z was investigated by Marques et al. [6] . Energies and forbidden transition rates between the 3s 2 and 3s3p 13 P J levels calculated using the MCDHF approach were presented by Zou and Froese Fischer [7] for Mglike tungsten. Energy levels, radiative and autoionization rates for 3l nl(n = 3−13, l ≤ n − 1), 4l nl(n = 4−7, l ≤ n − 1) and 2p53l l nl(n = 3−4, l ≤ n − 1) states in large range of highly ionized tungsten ions were computed by Safronova et al. [8, 9] . The energy levels and spectral lines of multiply ionized tungsten atoms, W 2+ through W 73+ , were compiled by Kramida and Shirai [10] . A list of energy levels for W 62+ includes only four values (3s3p 13 P J ) [10] . As a result, the radiation on Mglike tungsten and other tungsten ions have been studied in several previous works both theoretically and experimentally, and several overviews of the existing eort and available data have been given [1123] .
The aim of this paper is to produce accurate atomic structure and spectral data for allowed and forbidden transitions of Mg-like tungsten (W 62+ ) using the MCDHF approach of the general relativistic atomic structure package, GRASP2K [24] . In a revised version, the calculations not only overcame some limitations on the complexity of the cases that could be executed successfully by GRASP2K but also increased the eciency and the speed of angular integrations. In the present paper, the MCDHF-calculated the energies and radiative transition (E1) parameters including the wavelengths, transition probabilities and line strengths for n = 3 to 3 transitions are compared with results from the relativistic many-body perturbation theory (RMBPT) by Safronova et al. [8, 9] . Produced atomic data, which include energy levels, transition rates, oscillator strengths and wavelengths of E1, E2, M1, and M2 transitions, could be used in low density and hot dense plasma diagnostics.
Theoretical method
The GRASP2K computer package and its revision are based on the MCDHF approach taking into account relativistic and quantum electrodynamic (QED) corrections [25, 26] .
In this approach, the notion of atomic state function (ASF) is introduced; an ASF ψ (γP J), for a stationary state of an atom, expressed as a linear combination of symmetry-adapted CSFs Φ (γ i P J), i.e.
where J is the total electronic angular momentum of the state, γ represents the electronic conguration and intermediate quantum numbers, P stands for the parity and NCF is the number of CSFs involved in the expansion. The c i are the so-called mixing coecients and must follow the normalization condition
reecting a part of the orthonormality that is required between CSFs. The set of orbitals that underlie the CSF basis is the active set (AS) and if no restriction is placed on the generation of CSFs, the resulting expansion constitutes the so-called complete active space (CAS). The multiconguration energy functional is based on the DiracCoulomb Hamiltonian, namely (in a.u.),
where α and β are 4 × 4 Dirac matrices, p is the momentum operator, V N i and 1/r ij are the monopole part of the electronnucleus and electronelectron interactions, respectively. In the relativistic self-consistent eld procedure both the radial parts of the Dirac orbitals and the expansion coecients are optimized to self-consistency.
The contributions from the transverse photon (Breit) interaction, QED and nite nuclear mass corrections are not included in Eq. (2) and are generally added as a rstorder perturbation correction after self-consistency is obtained. The transverse Breit interaction
was included in subsequent CI calculations [26] .
Generation of conguration expansions
In this work, there may be several CSFs that are important components to the wave-function expansion, dened in terms of orbitals with principal quantum number n ≤ 3. These CSFs dene a multireference set (MR). The most important corrections to the wave function arise from single and double excitations (SD) from orbitals occupied in the MR set to unlled subshells. Because W 62+ is so highly ionized, the most important contributions are CSFs within the n = 3 complex that interact with one or more members of the MR set. The basis consists of spin orbitals: 2s, 2p, 3s, 3p, 3d, 4s, 4p, 4d, 5s, 5p, 5d, 5f, 4f, 6s, 6p, 6d, and 6f for tungsten system. The double excitations are limited only to congurations such as: {3snl}, {3pnl}, and {3dnl}. That is, that one electron has been excited from the outermost core shell to the next open shell. We believe that these congurations are the most appropriate to represent corevalence correlations. Further corrections are included and the expansions increase in size signicantly. The same radial functions are used in the wave-function expansion for all levels of the group in this extended optimal level (EOL) calculation.
In the last step, a relativistic conguration interaction (RCI) calculation was performed to include the Breit interaction as a rst order perturbation corrections evaluated with electronelectron interactions in the Coulomb gauge, QED and nite nuclear mass corrections. Because the decrease in energy in going from n = 3 to n = 5 calculations was found to be fairly small and contributions from n = 6 were expected to be even smaller, the rather large n = 6 expansions for odd parity were condensed to eliminate CSFs with an expansion coecient less than 0.0001 from the DiracCoulomb (DC) wavefunctions. Other variations of the correction amount is small. The eect of triple and quadruple excitations (TQ) from the reference set were neglected in this study.
Results and discussions
The MCDHF calculations were performed with the wave-function expanded in a basis of CSFs dened in terms of orbitals that are coupled in jj coupling, and the results are presented in LSJ notation. If we make the same of the nl − and nl MCDHF radial functions, it is possible to transform the wave function from the jj coupling scheme to LSJ coupling. In Table I, we list the energy levels and the corresponding congurations that we consider in this work. Spectroscopic notations are used for these states, though this is no more than a convenience in labeling the energy levels in our present intermediate coupling calculations. Specically, the sixteen states that we have studied. For simplicity, the symbols p + , p − , d + , and d − are used to denote the p 3/2 , p 1/2 , d 5/2 , and d 3/2 orbitals, respectively, in Table I and throughout this work, while p and d simply refer to the nonrelativistic designations of the orbitals with l = 1, 2, respectively.
TABLE I
Possible two electron congurations in the n = 3 complex, together with spectroscopic designations of the related eigenstates.
Parity Conguration
Eigenstates Table II summarizes the calculations performed for the twenty groups of levels by showing the J values and parity of each group, the levels that were included in the optimization process, and the size of the wave-function expansion for the n = 6 results reported as the nal results for this paper. Contributions from higher partial waves with l > 3 are small and are obtained by extrapolations.
TABLE II
Summary of the extended optimal level MCDHF calculations performed indicating the range of eigenvalues and the size of the interaction matrix for each J of the group. The Mg-like lines have a 1s 2 , 2s 2 2p 6 J π = 0 + Ne-like core. Conguration state identications are given by core + the respective valence congurations.
States
J Parity Eigenvalues Size excitations from the reference states, and some with VV correlations only.For the Mg-like tungsten ions, the core is again the Ne-like ground state. With 3l3l = 3s 2 3p 2 , 3s3d and 3s3p, 3p3d for the lower and upper states, respectively, the CI expansions include VV correlations (2s 2 2p 6 nln l and CV correlations from the n = 2 core and n = 3 valence shells (2s 2 2p 5 3lnln l , 2s2p 6 3lnn l ) with n, n ≤ 6 and l, l ≤ 3. In general, the accuracies of our RCI energies are limited by the extensiveness of the CI expansions, and theoretical uncertainties are assigned to the DC energies in Table III accordingly. The accuracies of the QED energies, on the other hand, are not as sensitive to correlation eects, and their uncertainties are estimates based on the approximated treatment of screening and relaxation corrections. [8, 9] , b COWAN code and c HULLAC code in Ref. [8] , d Autostructure code in Ref [23] .
The excitation energies for W 62+ including MCDHF results have been reported and compared with other works available in Table IV . It is seen that there is a good agreement between our MCDHF results and other theoretical results of the relativistic many-body perturbation theory method (RMBPT code) [8, 9] , and the HartreeFock-relativistic method (COWAN code) [8] , and the multiconguration relativistic Hebrew University Lawrence Atomic Code (HULLAC code) [8] , and the non-relativistic or semi-relativistic wave-functions of the Autostructure code [23] . However, a more detailed comparison of the calculated and other theoretical energies for these transitions indicates that the excitation energies given by our MCDHF calculations are in better agreement with the RMBPT energies. Hence we have given the formula abs[E MCDHF − E RMBPT ] × 100/ max{E MCDHF , E RMBPT }, the dierences in percent, for the accuracy of our results in the last columns of Table IV . When the dierence (%) between our resuts and RMBPT results is investigated, the dierences are generally in the range of 0.000.229 for all the results.
TABLE V
Wavelengths (λ in Å),transition probabilities (A in s −1 ) and line strengths (S in a.u.), to the n = 3−3 transitions in Mg-like tungsten. Comparison with theoretical measurements from [8, 9] . Column ninth gives the ratios of dipole length and velocity rates. The notation a(b) abbreviates a × 10 b . [8] , b RMBPT code in Ref. [9] , c HULLAC code in Ref [8] .
In Table V we compare our results for wavelengths λ, transition probabilities A, and line strengths S, and the ratios of velocity to length rates (A L /A V ) in Mg-like tungsten. It is clear that the transition wavelengths are in general in very good agreement with the MBPT calculation of Safronova et al. [8, 9] and the HULLAC calculations of Safronova et al. [8] , except for some transitions with a maximum dierence of approximately 1.37%. The calculations are fundamentally dierent and a comparison between the dierent models employed merely indicates the main similarities, and only the nal converged values can be critically compared. To avoid future level identication problems, besides wavelengths we include in Table V transition rates A and line strength S. Our GRASP2 K calculation of the A and S values for the n = 3−3 transitions are in excellent agreement with the theoretical results [8, 9] . In order to check our calculations, the ratios of velocity to length strengths (A L /A V ) were computed, and we nd that most ratios uctuate around 1. The near equal values of the length and velocity rates for most of the transitions as seen from the last column of Table V provide one reasonable measure of the reliability of the present calculated results.
TABLE VI
Transition probabilities (A in s −1 ) for M1 and E2 transitions in Mg-like tungsten. Comparison with theoretical measurements from GRASPVU [7] and Autostructure [23] . The notation a(b) abbreviates a × 10 b .
Lower
Upper In Table VI , we list transition rates A for the 5 M1 and 4 E2 transitions in W 62+ . There are a few data on E2, and M1 forbidden transitions for Mg-like tungsten in available literature. Therefore, we have only compared the results obtained with other theoretical results [7, 23] . Our GRASP2K transition rates for the 3s3p3s3p transition in Mg-like tungsten are in better agreement with the GRASPVU data than the FAC results.
TABLE VII
Wavelengths (λ in Å), transition probabilities (A in s −1 ) and line strengths (S in a.u.) of forbidden lines (E2, M1, and M2). The notation a(b) abbreviates a × 10 b .
Transitions
Transition In Table VII , we have presented results for wavelengths, transition probabilities and line strengths for forbidden transitions (E2, M1, and M2) among the lowest 132 levels of W 62+ . Transition parameters in the literature for the Mg-like tungsten are only available for a limited number of transitions. By applying the MCDHF code, wavelengths, transition probabilities and line strengths for E2, M1, and M2 transitions are here calculated by considering the electron correlation, QED and Breit contributions. Most of the transition data reported in the present work are new. We hope that these results will be helpful for the experimental and theoretical studies on the level structure of W 62+ .
Conclusion
In the present paper, the resonance and intercombination transitions of n = 3 to n = 3 are calculated using the MCDHF approach. The forbidden 3l−3l transitions for the Mg-like ions are also investigated. QED corrections including screening and relaxation eects are also included. We have presented dierent results for ne structure energies from methods including dierent codes. The MCDHF gives excellent agreement with the RMBPT data and other theoretical results. It is found that the reliable treatments of the Breit and QED corrections play an important role in the correct assignment of dierent transitions and also in the accurate evaluation of atomic transition data for these high-Z ions. However, theoretical accuracies are limited by the sizes of CI expansions, which also aected the open-shell systems that can be treated. Nevertheless, these computational constraints can be overcome with more ecient and compact basis sets as well as faster and more capable computers. The spectra present benchmark data for many yet unmeasured properties of W 62+ and are particularly important in diagnostic of very high-temperature L-shell tungsten plasmas, and of future ITER plasmas.
